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Abstract—Social intelligence derived from Health 2.0 content
has become of significant importance for various applications,
including post-marketing drug surveillance, competitive
intelligence, and to assess health-related opinions and sentiments.
However, the volume, velocity, variety, and quality of online
health information present challenges, necessitating enhanced
facilitation mechanisms for medical social computing. In this
study, we propose a focused crawler for online medical content.
The crawler leverages enhanced credibility and context
information. An extensive evaluation was performed against
several comparison methods, on an online Health 2.0 test bed
encompassing millions of pages. The results revealed that the
proposed method was able to collect relevant content with
considerably higher precision and recall rates than comparison
methods, on content associated with medical websites, forums,
blogs, and social networking sites. Furthermore, an example was
used to illustrate the usefulness of the crawler for accurately
representing online drug sentiments. Overall, the results have
important implications for social computing, where a highquality data and information foundation are imperative to the
success of any overlying social intelligence initiative.
Keywords—focused crawling; sentiment analysis; social media
analytics; social intelligence; text mining; web mining

I.

INTRODUCTION

Social computing is defined as the computational
facilitation of social studies and human social dynamics as well
as the design and use of information and communication
technologies that consider social context [1]. Application areas
for analysis of social media content include online sentiment
analysis, emotion detection, emerging topic and event
detection, cyber archaeology, and identification of infectious
ideas or viral concepts, just to name a few [2][3][4]. One
emerging area is the application of social media analytics to
user-generated online health and medical content [5]. In recent
years, there has been a growing emphasis on the development
of information and communication technologies capable of
providing users with mechanisms for generating and accessing
medical content on the Web [6]. This has precipitated the
creation of Health 2.0: people are increasingly turning to the

Web as a source for health-related information and products, to
seek information about health and wellness, and to attain
advice, share experiences, and voice concerns [6][7]. The
richness and abundance of Health 2.0 content has opened up an
array of analytical possibilities. Healthcare-related hedge funds
seek to mine and understand sentiments pertaining to certain
companies, products, services, and treatments associated with
the medical industry. Pharmaceutical companies are interested
in post-marketing drug surveillance to learn about consumer
accounts of adverse drug reactions in a timely manner for risk
management purposes [8]; a single class-action lawsuit can
translate into hundreds of millions of dollars in settlement
charges, coupled with significant brand and reputation damage.
In the social computing paradigm, web technologies such
as APIs and web spidering programs serve as the “facilitating
engine” for collecting user-generated content contained in
personal websites, web forums, blogs, and social networking
sites [1]. Beginning with a set of seed uniform resource
locators (URLs), web spidering programs crawl the Web by
firstly traversing the out-links of the seed URLs, and then
iteratively adding and exploring new URLs to/from their
traversal queue [9]. Focused crawlers are a class of web
spidering programs that aim to create precise, task-driven Web
data collections encompassing content that meets specific predefined requirements [10]. They have been used extensively
for building digital libraries of medical content [11]. The
development of effective and advanced focused crawlers
capable of collecting health-related content, including both
traditional websites and social media, is critical to the success
of analytical initiatives leveraged upon data and information
derived in the era of Health 2.0. However, Health 2.0 content
presents several challenges for focused crawlers:
1) Web spam in general is highly problematic. By some
estimates, 20% of the world-wide web is spam [12].
Similar to traditional web content, social media such as
forums, blogs, and social networking sites are also
plagued by spam [13]. In the context of medical content,
the situation is further exacerbated by fraudsters,
spammers, and opportunists seeking to exploit search

engines and unsuspecting Internet users by providing
deceptive, unsubstantiated, or even blatantly false
medical, health, and wellness information [14]. Given
the sensitive nature of health and wellness related online
content, information credibility is a paramount concern.
Unfortunately, prior work on focused crawling has
mostly ignored the web spam issue.
2) The increasing importance of health-related sentiment
information necessitates quick and efficient focused
crawler methods to comprehensively collect not only
topic-relevant but also sentiment-relevant content from
social media. However, previous work on focused
crawling has primarily emphasized the collection of
topic-relevant content and ignored any embedded
opinion information. The status-quo for such crawlers
has been to collect everything related to a particular
topic, and then to identify the subset of the collection
with appropriate sentiment information in an offline
manner [10][11]. However, this approach greatly
diminishes one of the main advantages of focused
crawlers: efficiency. As a simple example, researchers
and analysts interested in the relationship between
online smoking sentiment and cessation rates would be
hard-pressed to collect the hundreds of millions of
online documents that mention smoking, with over a
million more generated daily. Simply put, the volume
and velocity of Health 2.0 content and the need for realtime analytics make existing focused crawling
approaches less attractive, and in many cases, outright
infeasible [3].
3) Health 2.0 content is embodied in a variety of online
sources. Source information, such as whether a
particular document is encompassed in a web forum
discussion thread, blog posting, social networking site,
micro-blog, comment posted on a video sharing site, etc.
has important implications for content relevance and
linkage patterns. For instance, blog and forum postings
containing sentiment polarity (i.e., positive or negative)
regarding a topic are highly likely to link to others also
containing opinions on the topic [15][16]. In Health 2.0
content, there is an interaction between information
sources, linkage, and relevance, with various types of
information pointing to one another, with varying
degrees of usefulness [19]. Patterns derived from such
contextual information could be highly advantageous for
focused crawling, yet have not been utilized extensively.
4) The volume, variety, and velocity of user-generated
content has resulted in large quantities of relevant
information, disparately distributed over a vast and
diverse web landscape. Traditionally, focused crawlers
relied on the topical locality hypothesis…the notion that
similar content is closely linked [29]. This principle no
longer applies. In the context of medical content, two
relevant nuggets of information may be separated by
numerous degrees of separation along the web graph
[11][14]. Relevant pages often appear in different web
communities, and are routinely separated by 6-12
irrelevant pages in-between [20]. Web graph
information could provide focused crawlers with the

necessary context to enable them to “tunnel” through
irrelevant pages in order to gather far-away relevant
content [20][21]. However, graph-based information has
been used sparingly in prior work due to computational
constraints [10][21].
These challenges have important implications for social
media analytics applied to health-related content. As
previously alluded to, web spiders serve as a foundational
technology, or a facilitating engine, in the social computing
paradigm [1]. However, analytical methods applied on top of
data and information attained through such web technologies
are highly susceptible to severe sampling biases, credibility
concerns, and relevance-related issues. Data quality problems
can make social media analytics vulnerable to the age-old
conundrum of “garbage in, garbage out.” In the context of
analytics applied to Health 2.0, examples of possible
ramifications include:
•

Distorted sentiment indexes regarding organizations,
drugs, treatments, and medical devices, due to collection
of locally-optimal online content (i.e., biased sampling).
This could be attributable to collection of content from
select sources that are geographically and/or
demographically misrepresentative of the target
population. Another common concern is over-sampling
of the most prominent, high-visibility (i.e., elite)
sentiments, while failing to properly represent the less
visible, yet equally important, mass sentiments [4].

•

Stale information. Failing to identify adverse events,
including post-marketing drug surveillance and/or
competitive intelligence on health firms and products, in
a timely manner due to lack of data coverage or lack of
real-time information in social media signals [23].

In light of these challenges, and the need for more robust
methods, we propose a novel focused crawling method that
considers the (1) credibility of the domains and pages being
collected; (2) context information via a labeled-graph kernel
incorporates topics, sentiments, and sources for enhanced
tunneling. Experiment results reveal that the proposed method
is able to better collect relevant medical content from websites,
forums, blogs, and social networking sites, with considerably
higher precision and recall rates. The results have important
implications for social media analytics, where a high-quality
data and information foundation are imperative to the success
of any overlying social intelligence gathering and analysis
initiative.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents relate prior work on focused crawling and highlights
research gaps. Section III presents the prosed focused crawling
method, which is intended to facilitate enhanced collection of
relevant Health 2.0 content. Section IV describes our
evaluation test bed and experiments. Section V offers
concluding remarks.
II.

RELATED WORK

Web spiders begin with a set of seed URLs. Traditionally,
these URL’s outlinks were collected indiscriminately using a
breadth-first or depth-first approach until some termination

condition was met (e.g., number of pages collected, number of
levels of out-links explored, etc.) [24]. Focused crawlers are a
category of webs spiders that use a best-first search approach
to traverse URLs in the queue [24][25]. For example, focused
crawlers for web forums may rank forums, threads, and
postings based on criteria such as participation and refresh
rates, as well as other considerations [26]. Topical crawlers,
which are the most prevalent type of focused crawler, rank
pages in the queue based on some topical relevance measure
[27]. In the remainder of the section, we present a brief review
of topical crawlers and then proceed to discuss shortcomings of
existing focused crawling methods.
A. Topical Crawlers
In the best-first search approach employed by various
focused crawlers, including topical crawlers, retrieved pages
are ranked by some heuristics and outlinks of the most
promising pages (i.e., candidate URLs in the traversal queue)
are chosen to be explored. Accordingly, the most important
characteristic of topical crawlers is the contextual information
used as input variables to rank, score, and/or classify candidate
URLs in the traversal queue [24]. The contextual information
is intended to provide indications of topical relevance between
candidate URLs and the topic of interest. Three types of
contextual information have been employed in prior work: link
context, ancestor pages, and web graphs [24][25][28].
Link context refers to the lexical content in the page from
which the URL is extracted (i.e., parent page). This can range
from text surrounding the link (i.e., anchor text) to the entire
body text of the link’s parent page. Link context information
has been widely employed in prior studies [20][28]. One
commonly used method for incorporating link context
information is the Vector Space Model (VSM), where parent
pages’ bag-of-words are extracted and these pages are
represented as vectors of term-frequency and inverse-document
frequency (TF-IDF) [24][30]. The TF-IDF vector of a
candidate web page’s parent page is usually compared with
vectors of known relevant and irrelevant pages in a predetermined training set in order to determine relevance. Instead
of incorporating all possible words appearing on the page as
part of the relevance assessment process, some previous studies
have also used a more selective keyword list as the basic
vocabulary for the TF-IDF analysis [25].
Ancestor pages are the lexical content of pages that lead to
the parent page of the URL [10]. Information from such pages
is often employed in tunneling techniques; methods that allow
focused crawlers to traverse irrelevant pages in order to reach
relevant ones. Prior work has explored tunneling techniques
which allow crawlers to continue search outlinks of irrelevant
pages [20]. The Context Graph Model (CGM) is a focused
crawler that incorporates ancestor pages in the crawling
process [21]. In CGM, the context graph provides insights into
how a target document may be related to a sequence of inlink
pages. For instance, a given page might be a level-2 inlink,
meaning that it is two hops away from a target page. The CGM
crawler builds Naïve Bayes classifiers to predict whether a
given page is likely to be a level n inlink, where n separate
classifiers are developed. These classifiers are then used to
predict how far away an irrelevant page is from a target page.

Irrelevant pages are ranked in the queue based on their
perceived proximity to target pages [21].
Web graphs refer to the hyperlink graphs comprised of
inlinks and outlinks between web pages [28]. Crawlers that
only rely on link context, or employ 2-3 levels of ancestor
pages, are effective for tasks that adhere to the topical locality
hypothesis that claims similar content is more likely to be
linked [29]. However, there are many situations where this
hypothesis does not hold [31]. Compared with feature vectors
utilized for link context and ancestor page information, graphs
are better suited to describe spatial and conceptual relationships
between objects. However, few focused crawlers have explored
web graphs due to limitations in available graph information
and computational constraints. A baseline web graph-based
method for focused crawling is the PageRank algorithm, where
more authoritative candidate URLs (based on PageRank
scores) are given priority during the crawl [32]. Another
method, Hopfield Net (HFN), models the web graph as a
weighted, single-layer neural network [34]. It applies a
spreading activation algorithm on the model to improve web
retrieval. More recently, random walk patterns learned from
web graphs of pages in training sets have been used to develop
the GBS graph-based crawler [10]. Benchmarking results
reveal that by leveraging web graph information, the method
was able to collect content 5-6 links away from the seed URLs
with higher precision and recall than existing methods relying
primarily on link content and/or ancestor pages [10]. These
results underscore the utility of web graph information,
especially as user-generated social media content rich in
opinions and emotions becomes increasingly pervasive.
B. Shortcomings of Existing Methods
The introduction section highlighted four major challenges
for focused crawling of Health 2.0 content, pertaining to
credibility, volume, velocity, variety, and the distributed nature
of relevant information. Namely, the need to identify and filter
medical web spam, need to incorporate sentiment information,
need to leverage source information, and need to utilize
methods capable of collecting widely dispersed content. These
challenges pertain to credibility and context, as elaborated
upon below.
Credibility assessment - Unfortunately, prior work on
focused crawling has mostly ignored web spam. In fact,
focused crawling and web spam detection have traditionally
been investigated orthogonally, despite the obvious
relationship between online data collection and online data
quality and credibility. This is problematic since medical spam
is highly prevalent [14]. Spam health-related websites often
present bogus information regarding counterfeit or legally
prohibited products, fictitious treatments, miracle remedies,
inaccurate representation of known drug side effects, health
propaganda, etc. For instance, according to a study conducted
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), over 90%
of the 12,000 online pharmacies examined were fraudulent
[33]. The pervasiveness of medical spam necessitates the
inclusion of credibility assessment mechanisms in focused
crawlers geared towards Health 2.0 content [19].

Contextualization - Focused crawlers relying solely on link
context and ancestor pages are prone to converging on local
optima since there are several situations where relevant pages
are not closely linked with each other [31]. First, many pages
in the same domain, especially domains where competition is
involved, relate to each other through co-citation relationships
instead of direct linkage [37]. For example, major online health
portals often provide similar content for a topic, without
directly linking due to competition. Second, sometimes a group
of relevant pages are linked by relevant pages from another
web site, but they do not point back [38]. Third, as stated
earlier, relevant Web pages could be separated into different
Web communities by up to a dozen irrelevant pages [20]. In all
three situations, web graph information could be useful.
Furthermore, prior focused crawlers have neglected sentiment
and source information, both of which could also provide
meaningful insights for the best-first method utilized during the
crawling process [15][16]. Hence, leveraging enhanced
contextualization capabilities could facilitate better global
crawling performance across the web graph.
III.

FOCUSED CRAWLER FOR ONLINE MEDICAL CONTENT

In order to address the shortcomings of existing methods,
we propose a focused crawler which, in additional to topical
relevance, considers the credibility of candidate URLs, along
with important context information such as source and
sentiment. The novelty of the method lies in its inclusion of
source and sentiment information pertaining to medical
content, along with credibility assessment, for better capturing
of relevant Health 2.0 content. Accordingly, we refer to the
proposed crawler as ssmCredible.
For a given candidate URL, ssmCredible initially computes
a credibility score that is used to rank candidate URL
credibility, and to filter out URLs deemed highly non-credible
(i.e., spam), based on a two-tier graph propagation algorithm
that leverages web graph data. For the remaining candidate
URLs, a relevance score is computed based on the parent
pages’ topic and sentiment relevance in the surrounding and
anchor text. Both topic and sentiment are computed using text
classifiers that incorporate n-grams and medical lexicons. For
candidate URLs considered credible but not highly relevant
(based on their credibility and relevance scores), a context
score is computed using a labeled web graph-based kernel
which evaluates candidate URL’s graphs to see if they might
be worth collecting for tunneling purposes. In the remainder of
the section, we describe the credibility assessment, relevance
analysis, and contextualization modules of ssmCredible.
A. Credibility Assessment Module (CAM)
The credibility assessment module (CAM) is intended to
alleviate medical spam. Traditionally, algorithms such as
PageRank have been used to assess authority of web pages
[9][32]. However, these types of algorithms are susceptible to
link spamming methods such as link farms, where large
colonies of spam pages with high authority are artificially
developed and used to boost the perceived authority of target
spam pages [12]. To alleviate this issue, techniques such as
TrustRank have been developed, where information about
known trusted pages is incorporated in the graph-propagation

ranking method to reduce the effect of link farms [39]. An
alternative is Anti-TrustRank, where information about known
distrusted pages is incorporated into the ranking process [40].
The aforementioned graph propagation methods are
computationally efficient, even when applied to millions of
pages. However, one challenge associated with using web
graphs during the focused crawl is the lack of available data.
Since the crawler is traversing the web graph in real-time,
algorithms must perform on limited information as the entire
graph structure is not available [10][28].
To overcome this issue, ssmCredible’s CAM uses a twotier graph propagation algorithm that leverages credibility
information from various online medical databases and uses
page and site-level graphs to alleviate graph data sparsity and
better assess credibility for candidate URLs. An overview of
CAM is presented in Fig. 1. Online medical databases
incorporate information regarding the trustworthiness (or lack
thereof) of various forms of medical content, including website
and web pages related to health and wellness; pharmaceutical
drugs, treatments, and warnings; and known legitimate medical
institutions, hospitals, universities, and research centers. We
employed several databases. Information regarding healthrelated websites and pages was taken from the Medical Library
Association’s consumer and patient health information service
database and the Health on Net Foundation’s portal.
Pharmaceutical URL credibility status information was taken
from the National Association of Boards of Pharmacies and
LegitScript, a trusted third party accreditation organization for
online pharmaceutical websites.
These databases maintain URLs for trustworthy and/or
known non-trustworthy websites and/or web pages. While the
information is high quality, coverage is limited. Most of the
aforementioned databases contain information about
thousands, or tens of thousands of websites, at the most. While
the quality and reliability of the data is good, the coverage is
limited when considering the millions of medical
websites/domains in existence online (less than 5%) [14].
However, this information can be useful as seed data for graph
projection methods capable of projecting known credibility
information onto unknown nodes in the web graph [39].
CAM utilizes a two-tier graph-based algorithm that
propagates over site and page-level web hyperlink graphs to
compute the credibility of candidate URLs. All websites and/or
pages appearing in the databases are assigned initial credibility
scores CPI (page-level) and CSI (site-level). Some databases
maintain URL entries at the page-level, while others at the
site/domain level. For a known trustworthy/non-trustworthy
site x, the site node in the site graph as well as all of its
underlying pages receive values of CSI(x)=1 and CPI(x)=1, or
CSI(x)=-1 and CPI(x)=-1, respectively. For known trustworthy
page y, the page receives a value of CPI(y)=1 in the page-level
graph, while the site node receives a CSI score that is the
average of the scores of all of its pages in the databases. Once
CSI and CPI has been computed for each collected and
candidate URLs, at the page-level and site-level, propagation is
used to determine final scores for all graph nodes.

Fig. 1. Overview of credibility assessment module (CAM) used by ssmCredible Focused Crawler

The credibility score for page x is computed as:

Cr(x) =

CrP(x) + CrS(x)
, where:
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where I and O are the set of inlinks and outlinks for x,
respectively, n = |I| and m = |O|. T(Ii) is the number of outlinks
of Ii, and T(Oj) is the number of inlinks of Oj. The α parameter
determines the weighting given to the initial versus computed
credibility components, while β determines the weight
attributed to credibility information of inlinks versus outlinks
associated with x. It is important to note that for candidate
URLs, m = 0 since information about outlinks can only be
derived from already collected URLs. And:

 Sn CrS(SI ) Sm
CrS(SOi ) 
i
CrS(x) = αCSI (x ) + (1 - α ) ∑β
+ ∑ (1 - β)
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where SI and SO are the set of inlinking and outlinking sites for
x, respectively, Sn = |SI| and Sm = |SO|. T(SIi) is the number of
outlinks of site SIi, and T(SOj) is the number of inlinks of site
SOj. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the values for
CPI(x) and CSI(x) depend on the nature of the information
provided by the online databases (i.e., page versus site-level
URLs). The following ordered rules are used to compute
CPI(x) and CSI(x):
1) CSI(x) = 1, if the site/domain associated with x
appears as a credible URL in the databases.
2) CSI(x) = -1, if the site/domain associated with x
appears as a spam URL in the databases.
3) CPI(x) = 1, if x appears as a credible URL in the
databases, or if CSI(x) = 1.
4) CPI(x) = -1, if x appears as a spam URL in the
databases, or if CSI(x) = -1.

5) CPI(x) = 0, otherwise.
6) If CSI(x) ≠1 or -1, CSI(x) is the average of CPI(y), for
each y associated with the same site/domain as x.
Credibility scores are computed along graphs
encompassing all collected and candidate URLs. The resulting
values of Cr(x) are used to rank all candidate URLs. Any URL
x with Cr(x) < 0 is excluded from collection consideration in
the given iteration. However, credibility scores are recomputed
periodically during the crawl, as new node and link
information gets added to the site-level and page-level graphs.
A candidate URL x excluded in a given iteration may be
included in a subsequent iteration if Cr(x) ≥ 0. Once credibility
scores have been computed for candidate URLs, relevance
assessment takes place.
B. Relevance Assessment Module (RAM)
In the relevance assessment module (RAM), the topic and
sentiment relevance of candidate URLs is computed using text
classifiers applied to parent pages. The classifiers combine
linguistic attributes with machine learning models. The topic
relevance attributes are word and semantic n-gram features
learned from a set of manually labeled web pages known to be
topically relevant or irrelevant [17][35][41]. The word n-grams
were simple, fixed unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams [2]. To
derive semantic n-grams, we incorporated a medical lexical
thesaurus and manually crafted lexicon of named entities (drug
names, health product brand names, and medical institution
names). In order to create more generalizable n-gram patterns,
in the semantic n-gram set, words are replaced with
corresponding entity tags such as <drug>, <condition>,
<symptom>, <device>, <treatment>, <institution>, <habit>
etc. N-grams are then extracted from the tagged text.
For sentiment analysis, word and semantic n-grams are also
learned. The word n-grams and extraction procedure is similar
to the topic n-grams. However, for the semantic n-grams, a
sentiment analysis lexicon is used [17][41]. This lexicon
contains positive, negative, and neutral polarity scores for over
one hundred thousand words. We categorize each word in the

lexicon into one of seven discretized bins: <strong neg>,
<neg>, <mild neg>, <neu>, <mild pos>, <pos>, and <strong
pos> based on the average of its score across relevant word
senses. Words appearing in the text are of the parent page that
also appear in the lexicon are replaced with the appropriate tag.
Table I shows examples of extracted n-grams.
TABLE I.

EXAMPLES OF N-GRAM FEATURES USED IN TOPIC AND
SENTIMENT RELEVANCE CLASSIFIERS

Classifier

N-Gram
Category

Example Text Representation

I used to hate smoking until I
started taking Chantix.

Word
Topic
Semantic
Word
Sentiment
Semantic

I used to hate <habit> until I
started taking <drug>.
I used to hate smoking until I
started taking Chantix.
<neu> <neu> to <strong neg>
<neu> until <neu> started
<neu> Chantix.

Example
Learned
Features
smoking,
started taking,
Chantix
<habit>, taking
<drug>
hate, smoking,
Chantix
<strong neg>,
<strong neg>
<neu>

In order to refine the extracted n-gram feature spaces,
features are ranked using the information gain heuristic, where
the weight for a given attribute f is IG(f), based on the amount
of entropy reduction provided in explaining the class label, on
the training data. Furthermore, to reduce redundancy [36], any
higher-order n-gram g is only retained on top of its q
encompassing unigrams {g1…gq}, if IG(g) > IG(gc) for all
values of c ∈ {1…q}. For both classifiers (topic and sentiment),
only the top-ranked features (from their respective feature sets)
are used in the classifier; those with IG values above a predefined threshold. The resulting feature sets are used to train
two linear SVM classifiers; one for topic relevance and one for
sentiment. For the sentiment classifier, only features in text
windows containing task-relevant keywords are included
during training and testing, to ensure that only sentiment
relevance regarding the target concept is being evaluated. The
task-relevant keywords are ones with high IG values in the
topic classification feature set, that appear most frequently in
topically relevant documents in the training set. It is important
to note that depending on the nature of the focused crawling
task, the sentiment classification task also changes. For
instance, if the objective is to identify all negative sentiment
content pertaining to smoking, the relevant sentiment would be
negative, while irrelevant would be positive or neutral, all with
a target of smoking. Conversely, if the task were to compute a
sentiment index for smoking, the relevant sentiments would be
positive and negative, and irrelevant would be neutral; hence, a
subjectivity classifier [41].
In each already collected parent page where the candidate
URL appears, the two relevance classifiers are applied to text
windows and anchor text surrounding the candidate URL. For
a given page x, the relevance score Rv(x) is computed as:

Rv(x) =

TRv(x) + SRv(x)
,
2

where TRv(x) and SRv(x) are the average topic and sentiment
relevance classification scores across x’s parent pages, ranging

from -1 to 1, with higher values indicating greater relevance.
The most relevant candidate URLs, with relevance scores
greater than threshold tr, are collected. For Rv(x) ≤ tr and Cr(x)
≥ 0, context scores are computed by analyzing the web graph.
C. Context Assessment Module (CXAM)
Graph kernels provide a computationally efficient
mechanism for utilizing web graph information, yet have not
been incorporated for tunneling purposes in prior focused
crawlers. In particular, sub-tree kernels are computationally
efficient [42], warranting utilization in focused crawling tasks.
Details regarding ssmCredible’s context assessment
module (CXAM) are as follows. CXAM begins by building a
labeled page-level graph comprised of collected and candidate
URL nodes. For any given node z, three types of information
are incorporated for node labeling purposes: topic, sentiment,
and source. For computational reasons, two topic settings are
incorporated: relevant, which is TRv(z) > 0, and irrelevant for
TRv(z) ≤ 0. Similarly, two sentiment settings are incorporated:
relevant, which is SRv(z) > 0, and irrelevant for SRv(z) ≤ 0.
Two information source settings are utilized: web and social.
Social denotes any web forum, blog, or social networking
website page. Web indicates a non-social media web page. The
information source for page any page z is derived by
comparing the URL tokens against lists of known domain
names associated with the two source categories. All pages not
deemed social are labeled web. This results in 8 total label
categories (2 topics, 2 sentiments, and 2 sources) for all pages.
For a given candidate URL x, a sub-tree rooted at x is
constructed. For computational reasons, the algorithm only
considers the most basic binary sub-trees, that is, 2-ary subtree, with a size limitation of 3 nodes and no specific height
restrictions. The binary sub-tree can be further divided into
balanced binary sub-tree whose height is 2 or an unbalanced
binary sub-tree whose height is 3 and is identical to a walk of
length 3. Since there are 8 class labels in the web graph, there
are totally 512 unbalanced sub-tree patterns and 288 balanced
ones (children nodes are not differentiated by left or right).
These 800 patterns construct an ordered set of substructures for
graph representation.
Each graph G is represented by a normalized vector FG
whose i-th component corresponds to the percentage of
occurrence of the i-th subtree pattern. Using normalized
percentage value instead of frequencies is to account for
differences in the sizes of the graphs. Given two graphs G and
G’, their similarity score is calculated as follows:
Sim (G, G’) = FGT · FG’
For each candidate URL x with graph G, we compute the
context score as:

Cx(x) =

Sim(G,Set r )
,
Sim(G,Set v )

where Setr and Setv represent the sets of graphs for the relevant
and irrelevant training pages, respectively. Shortcuts can be
used to minimize the number of calculations per candidate
URL [42], resulting in a computationally efficient process for

deriving Cx(x). URLs with better context have context scores >
1. All candidate URLs below the relevance score threshold tr
are ranked in the queue based on their relevance and context
scores: Rv(x)Cx(x).
IV.

EVALUATION

The proposed ssmCredible crawler was evaluated against
previous focused crawlers and baseline web spiders.
Comparison methods encompassed several discussed in the
related work section. These included ones using web graph
information: GBS, HFN; ones utilizing ancestor pages: CGM;
ones relying mostly on link context: VSM, Keyword, and
Naïve Bayes (NB); and baseline spiders: PageRank, and
Breadth-first search (BFS) [10][21][24][30][34].
The test bed was comprised of pharmaceutical and healthrelated content suitable for post-marketing drug surveillance.
The task was to identify content containing negative sentiments
pertaining to various drugs and medicines. Regulatory
agencies, pharmaceutical companies, and healthcare hedge
funds are all increasingly interested in monitoring negative
consumer sentiments in order to identify potential adverse drug
reactions early on, to alleviate the significant social and
monetary costs exacted by such incidents [8][22][23].
Beginning with a set of 100 seed URLs pertaining to health and
drug-related websites, a web spider was used to collect 12.3
million web pages. The pages included content from websites,
forums, blogs, and social networking sites. Consistent with
prior work [18][24], a highly accurate, yet computationally
expensive, gold standard classifier was trained on a labeled test
bed consisting of 800 relevant and 800 irrelevant pages that
were manually labelled by two medical domain experts. This
classifier was applied to the 12.3 million pages to determine
the test bed pages’ relevance labels. Table II presents summary
statistics for the test bed. Roughly 10% of the pages in the test
bed were relevant, with forums, blogs, and social networking
sites accounting for approximately 35% of relevant content and
40% of the total test bed.
TABLE II.
SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR POST-MARKETING DRUG
SURVEILLANCE TEST BED IN TERMS OF QUANTITY OF PAGES
Information Source
Website
Blog
Web Forum
Social Networking
Total

Total
7,493,378
3,703,380
693,654
471,994
12,362,406

Relevant
810,704
319,590
81,418
31,362
1,243,074

Irrelevant
6,682,674
3,383,790
612,236
440,632
11,119,332

A. Experiment Design
The proposed ssmCredible crawler and comparison
methods were trained on the 1,600 labeled pages (800 relevant,
800 irrelevant). For VSM and Keyword method, two TF-IDF
vectors were derived from the training data (one for relevant,
one for irrelevant). For VSM, the vectors were all words
occurring at least twice; for Keyword they were ones selected
using the information gain heuristic. For both VSM and
Keyword, candidate URLs were weighted based on the ratio of
cosine similarities between their vectors and the vectors of
relevant and irrelevant training data. For NB, a Naïve Bayes
classifier was constructed on the training data using word n-

grams. All necessary training for CGM, HFN, and GBS was
also performed on the training data. All comparison methods
parameters were tuned on the test data. The results reported
were using the best –performing settings. For ssmCredible, we
updated values of Cr(x), Rv(x), and Cx(x) periodically
throughout the crawl, every time a predefined number of
additional URLs were added to the queue.
For the experiments a set of 500 seed URLs separate from
those used for test bed construction or training were used. All
crawlers were run 10 times each. For each of the 10 runs, 200
randomly selected URLs were taken from the total pool of 500
seed URLs. The average results across the 10 runs were used to
evaluate performance. Performance measures employed were
f-measure, precision, and recall. The remainder of the section
describes the experiment results.
B. Experiment Results
Fig. 2 shows the f-measure, precision, and recall trends for
ssmCredible and the comparison methods. The horizontal axis
displays the number of pages collected at that point in time,
while the vertical axis displays the corresponding performance
measure’s value (top chart for f-measure, middle for precision,
and bottom for recall). Precision was computed as the
percentage of collected pages that were relevant while recall
was computed as the percentage of total relevant pages
collected at that point. Therefore, recall values for all methods
converged towards 100% as the total number of pages
collected increased, while precision converged towards 10%;
the proportion of relevant pages in the test bed [24][25]. Three
methods did not crawl the entire test bed due to early
termination stopping rules (VSM, Keyword, and HFN).
From the figure, it is evident that ssmCredible had the best
precision, recall, and f-measure trends at various stages of the
crawl. As depicted in the recall chart, ssmCredible collected
80% of the relevant pages within the first 2 million pages
crawled (i.e., within the first 16% of all pages in the test bed).
In contrast, the best comparison method, GBS, had only
collected half as many relevant pages at that point in the crawl
(40% recall). This dramatic boost in performance was
attributable to ssmCredible’s high precision early in the crawl;
approximately 50% of the first 2 million pages collected were
relevant, whereas the best comparison methods had precision
rates at or below 25%. With respect to comparison methods,
not surprisingly, crawlers that incorporated web graph
information and/or ancestor pages, such as GBS and CGM,
performed better.
Table III shows the area under the curve (AUC) results
corresponding to the f-measure, precision, and recall trends
presented in Fig. 2. The recall AUC of 0.92 reinforces the
notion that ssmCredible was able to collect the vast majority of
relevant content in a highly efficient manner, with respect to
number of pages traversed. This finding has important
implications for data collection in real-time environments.
Overall, the results in the table further illustrate the
effectiveness of ssmCredible relative to comparison methods.
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sources. Fig. 3 shows recall trends for various focused crawlers
on blog, web forum, and social networking pages within the
test bed. ssmCredible had the highest recall rates for the
duration of the crawl, on all three types of social media
content. Its standardized AUC values for recall for the three
sources were all between 90% and 93%, with the best
performance on blogs. This is impressive when considering the
prevalence of blog spam [14], and the fact that more than 60%
of the relevant blog content was more than 3 hops away from
the seed URLs, on average. ssmCredible’s CAM and CXAM
components were especially integral in assessing credibility
and tunneling to identify relevant blog content accurately, and
early in the crawl; resulting in 89% recall of all relevant blog
content within the first 2 million pages. No comparison method
exceeded 80% on any source.
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Fig. 2. F-measure, precision, and recall trends for ssmCredible and
comparison methods
TABLE III.
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F-measure
0.3732
0.2597
0.2238
0.1989
0.1378
0.2027
0.1620
0.0943
0.1314

Precision
0.3101
0.1914
0.1490
0.1293
0.1079
0.1487
0.1067
0.0830
0.1037

Recall
0.9206
0.7568
0.6967
0.6448
0.2584
0.6246
0.5323
0.1431
0.2397

Part of ssmCredible’s enhanced performance was
attributable to its effectiveness for various social media
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Fig. 3. Recall trends for ssmCredible and comparison methods on blog,
web forum, and social networking website pages

In order to better understand the contributions of the CAM,
RAM, and CXAM components of ssmCredible, we evaluated
the performance when holding out certain components. Three
ablation settings were tested: excluding context (i.e., no
CXAM), excluding credibility (i.e., no CAM), and excluding
both CAM and CXAM (i.e., just RAM). When excluding
CXAM, once CAM was applied, only relevance scores from
RAM were used to rank all eligible candidate URLs. Fig. 4
shows the results for f-measure. The biggest performance
degradation occurred when both CAM and CXAM were
excluded (i.e., when only RAM was used). This No CAM or
CXAM setting yielded results comparable to the best
comparison methods. Holding out any one or both components
had a considerable impact on performance. Though not
depicted here, performances for ablation settings were fairly
consistent for recall and precision. ssmCredible’s enhanced
performance was attributable to the effectiveness of all three
modules. The results suggest that when crawling medical
content, considering credibility and context are both essential.

Complete Data. This is not surprising, since ssmCredible
attained 80% recall on the first 2 million pages crawled.
Conversely, the GBS and BFS series have considerably
greater variability due to limited relevant data. These methods
attained overall recall rates of 40% and 30%, respectively,
over the first 2 million pages. Consequently, they missed
important event-related triggers. The blue dashed lines
represent a z-score of 2 (i.e., two standard deviations). The
data collected by the GBS crawler does not attain a significant
spike for the negative sentiment precipitated by FDA
approval. Similarly, BFS misses the spike due to the FDA
review announcement. The example illustrates how focused
crawlers with enhanced precision and recall rates can facilitate
more accurate analysis of social media sentiments.
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Fig. 4. F-measure for ssmCredible and ablation settings devoid of context
assessment, credibility assessment, or both

The enhanced performance of ssmCredible resulted in
markedly better precision and recall. Most notably, it was able
to collect a large proportion of the relevant content within the
first 2 million pages of its crawl. In order to assess the
implications of crawling performance, a drug sentiment
example is presented. We analyzed the negative sentiment
occurrence time series for the drug Pradaxa between July 2009
and October 2012. A daily time series was built for four
settings: Complete Data, ssmCredible, GBS, and BFS. Only
relevant pages with an explicit time stamp were incorporated.
The Complete Data series depicted negative sentiment for
Pradaxa from all relevant pages in the test bed. This series is
depicted as the top chart in Fig. 4. The x-axis represents days,
while the y-axis is the negative sentiment z-score. Five events
are also labeled on the chart: 1) FDA approval date for the
drug in October, 2010; 2-4) Negative sentiment spikes due to
bleeding-related adverse events; 5) FDA announcement of a
formal drug review in December 2011.
For ssmCredible, GBS, and BFS, series were constructed
using all pages collected in the first 2 million pages of the
crawl. These three methods’ series are presented below the
Complete Data chart in Fig. 4. From the figure, it is evident
that the ssmCredible series most closely resembles the

Fig. 5. Normalized Negative Sentiment for Drug Pradaxa Between July
2009 and October 2012, using complete data, ssmCredible, GBS, and BFS

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we proposed a novel focused crawler for
health 2.0 content, called ssmCredible. By leveraging
enhanced credibility and context assessment capabilities,
ssmCredible was able to attain markedly better precision and
recall values than comparison methods, collecting the majority
of relevant content early in the crawl. The results suggest that
as health 2.0 content of varying quality becomes increasingly
omnipresent,
social computing facilitation mechanisms
capable of leveraging sentiment, source, web graph, and
credibility information are of paramount importance. The
results of this work have important implications for an array of
real-time social media analytics and social intelligence tasks.
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